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Abstract 

Primary goal of ligand-based virtual screening is to identify active compounds consisting of a core 

scaffold that is not found in the current active compound pool. Scaffold-hopping is the term used for 

this purpose. In the present study, topological representations of pharmacophore features on chemical 

graphs were investigated for scaffold-hopping. Pharmacophore Graphs (PhGs), which consist of 

pharmacophore features as nodes and their topological distances as edges, were used as a 

representation of important information of compounds being active. We investigated ranking methods 

for prioritizing PhGs for scaffold hopping. The proposed method: NScaffold, which ranks PhGs based 

on the number of scaffolds covered by the PhGs, outperforms other conventional methods. As a 

demonstrative case, using a thrombin inhibitor data set, we interpreted the highest ranked PhGs by 

NScaffold from the protein-ligand interaction point of view. It resulted that the NScaffold method 

successfully retrieved three known important interactions, showing potential for identifying scaffold 

hopped compounds with interpretable PhGs.  
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Introduction 

Ligand-based drug design (LBDD), which does not use target macromolecule information, is 

important especially in the early stage of drug discovery. In the hit-to-lead or lead optimization phases, 

LBDD often tries to expand the chemical space of active compounds by synthesizing or purchasing 

compounds based on the knowledge of known actives. The term of “scaffold-hopping” – to identify or 

generate isofunctional molecules by replacing a core scaffold of an active compound with another is 

the embodiment of the goal.1-4 Successful scaffold-hopping increases diversity of the active compound 

data set, giving opportunities of improving bioactivities and different pathways of synthesis, satisfying 

other requirements such as absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, and toxicity (ADMET) 

properties1,2 in addition to avoiding patent conflicts. 

Several techniques for generating or identifying scaffold-hopped compounds from known actives have 

been proposed.5-17 Some of them utilized three-dimensional molecular representations and matching 

algorithms.5-8 Others developed topological (two-dimensional) molecular representations including 

fingerprints,9 and combining experimental information.10 When it comes to generating novel structure, 

substructure-based fragment replacement in an active molecule is also a direct approach.11,12  

In the present study, topological molecular representations were investigated.3,13-17 Topological 

representations are equivalent to chemical graph-based molecular representations. Broadly speaking, 

researches on scaffold-hopping based on this type of representation share the concept of 

pharmacophore on the chemical graphs, termed as Pharmacophore Graphs (PhGs) here. PhGs are 
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graph representations of pharmacophoric features (PFs), which are defined using atomic-centered rules, 

such as hydrogen bonding acceptor and donor points. In PhGs, nodes are PFs and their topological 

distances as edge distances. Schneider et al. introduced this graph-based approach.3,13 They developed 

a fixed-length descriptor set, called Chemically Advanced Template Search (CATS), which were 

produced from frequencies of node-edge-node pairs on PhGs. Using CATS as a set of descriptors 

enabled fast virtual screening (VS) of databases.3,13 They also successfully produced several de-novo 

active compounds for various targets by utilizing CATS in their de-novo molecular generator.14,15 

Barker et al. developed four levels of abstraction of molecular structures called “reduced graphs”, 

which were converted to pairwise similarity or fingerprint.16 Stiefl et al. proposed different types of 

abstraction algorithm of molecular structures called “extended reduced graph”.17 Unfortunately, since 

these methods are required to convert PhGs to fixed length vectors3,13,16,17 or pairwise similarity16, 

interpretability can be impaired to a certain extent. 

PhGs or pharmacophore queries can be prioritized based on the number of compounds supporting the 

queries.18,19 The elucidation of queries is particularly important for 3D-based pharmacophores due to 

the conformation uncertainty and molecular alignment issues.20 On the other hand, for PhGs, which 

are usually treated as 2D pharmacophore fingerprints (fixed length vectors), common bits among a set 

of active compounds can be extracted to form the bit vector of a virtual query.21 This method, however, 

may not handle combinations of many PFs with topological distances due to combinatorial explosion. 

Combinations of 2-3 PFs as bits in the vector were only reported.21 
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Recently, Metivier et al. took data-mining approaches to kinase inhibitors to identify important PhGs 

by counting the frequency of shared PhGs, although they did not focus on scaffold-hopping.22 They 

discussed hierarchical relationships of PhGs and gave intuitive interpretation of the PhGs. In their 

research, PhGs were ranked based on the number of active compounds covered by the PhGs. Inactive 

compounds information could also be utilized by penalizing PhGs found among inactive compounds. 

These methods are explained in the Materials and Methods section. 

In this study, our goal was to determine a method for identifying the PhGs that are responsible for 

compounds being active against the target macromolecule, leading to scaffold-hopping. For 

prioritizing PhGs that do not depend on molecular scaffolds, a scaffold-based scoring method was 

newly proposed.  

We evaluated the performance for scaffold-hopping by employing PhGs as a set of queries and virtually 

screening new database compounds. These database compounds consisted of the scaffolds that were 

different from those in the training data set. We found that the choice of PhGs made remarkable 

differences in scaffold-hopping performances in VS. This trend was emphasized when training 

compound diversity is limited in terms of the number of scaffolds. As a demonstrative example, 

interpretation of a PhG was provided for thrombin inhibitors. We confirmed that the PhG prioritized 

by the proposed scoring-method contained experimentally validated three binding interactions 

between the macromolecule and the inhibitors.  
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Materials and Methods 

Pharmacophore graph 

A pharmacophore graph is a graph-based representation of a chemical structure. It consists of 

pharmacophoric features (PFs)3 as nodes and their topological distances as edges. PFs are chemical 

features in ligand molecules that characterize ligand-receptor interactions, such as hydrogen bonding 

and lipophilic interaction. They are entirely determined by the atomic environments of a focused site. 

Thus, linear notations like SMARTS23 and SLN24 are usually used for identifying the sites of potential 

pharmacophore points (PPPs) in molecules. In the present study, employed PFs were hydrogen bond 

donor (HBD), hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA), aromatic ring, positively ionizable, negatively 

ionizable, zinc binder, and hydrophobic. As a definition of PFs, we employed RDKit implementation 

described under the file name of “BaseFeatures.fdef”25,26 except for hydrophobic features. For the 

hydrophobic features, we followed the definition in Métivier’s study.22 Topological distances are 

defined by the numbers of bonds on the shortest path between one PF and another PF. In the case that 

one PF contains more than one atom, distance (bond paths) is measured from the atom that is the 

closest to its counterpart PF.  

Construction of PhGs based on an active compound is illustrated in Figure 1. First, PFs were assigned 

on sites in the compound to identify PPPs of the compound (Figure 1a). All the combinations of a 

specific number of PPPs were individually extracted and converted to PhGs (Figure 1b and 1c). Only 
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unique PhGs were selected based on a hash representation of PhGs. In the present work, the number 

of PPPs in a PhG was set to six, considering computational cost. 
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Figure 1. Extraction of pharmacophore graphs (PhGs). 

 

Pharmacophoric features (PFs) are assigned on components of a chemical structure (a). All the 

combinations of the predefined number of PFs are tested (the number of PFs is 6 in (b)). Each 

combination forms a pharmacophore graph (c). In pharmacophore graphs, PFs correspond to nodes, 

and topological distances between two PFs are regarded as the length between nodes.  
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Pharmacophore graphs as queries for virtual screening  

A direct way of making use of PhGs in virtual screening (VS) is to employ them as queries for 

screening a database (Figure 2). In the present study, database compounds having at least one PhG in 

the query-set were regarded as hit compounds. Because there are a number of PhGs generated from a 

set of active compounds, selection of PhGs for a set of queries is important. Two conventional scoring 

methods to rank PhGs were tested in addition to our newly proposed one, which focuses on the 

identification of new chemotypes (scaffold-hopped compounds). 

    Execution time of generating PhGs for around 1,600 molecules and selecting PhG with one of the 

three criteria was around 3 hours using a single core in a desktop PC with the CPU of Intel Core-i9-

7960X 2.80GHZ.  
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Figure 2. Pharmacophore graph (PhG) -based virtual screening. 

 

The procedure of pharmacophore graph (PhG)-based virtual screening is described (a). Training active 

and inactive compounds are transformed into PhGs according to the procedure explained in Figure 1. 

Specific number of PhGs are chosen from a set of shared PhGs based on ranking. In the present study, 

we have tested three scoring methods: (a) Coverage, (b) NScaffold, and (c) Growth-rate. These 

methods are illustrated in the main text as well as in Figure 3.  
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Scoring pharmacophore graphs 

Conventional scoring methods for prioritizing PhGs are Coverage and Growth-rate.22 The Coverage 

score  

𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑃ℎ𝐺) = 𝑁  

, where NPhG is the number of active compounds covered by the PhG. The Coverage method simply 

ranks PhGs based on the number of active compounds in the training set covered by the PhGs. 

Growth-rate is the ratio of the Coverage score to the number of the inactive compounds covered by 

the PhG defined as: 

𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ-𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒(𝑃ℎ𝐺) =
𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑃ℎ𝐺)

𝑁 ,
 

, where Ninactive,PhG is the number of inactive compounds covered by the PhG. In this study, compounds 

were assumed to be inactive when their pKi values were less than 6.0. 

Our proposed scoring method: NScaffold is the number of scaffolds covered by a PhG, instead of the 

number of active compounds, i.e. Coverage. The definition of NScaffold is 

𝑁𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑑(𝑃ℎ𝐺) = 𝑁 ,  

Identifying PhGs that are shared by different scaffolds is expected to be equivalent to the extraction of 

fundamental hypotheses for activity. Therefore, selected PhGs based on NScaffold could identify new 

chemotypes, which are composed of scaffolds different from ones in the training active compounds. 

Calculation of three scores can be explained using Figure 3. In the figure, each square corresponds to 

one compound and squares on a row share the same scaffold. Active compounds are placed on the left 
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and inactive ones are on the right. Filled cells are compounds containing the PhG. For Coverage the 

score is 10, for NScaffold 5 by counting the number of scaffolds which include at least one active 

compound containing the PhG, and for Growth-rate 10/3 because three inactive compounds contain 

the PhG. All PhGs extracted from training active compounds are ranked by the scores, and the top-N 

PhGs are used as a set of queries. In this study, the numbers of N were set to 1, 3, 10, 30, 50, and 100. 
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Figure 3. Scoring methods for query Pharmacophore Graph (PhG) selection. 

  

Three methods for selecting PhGs are illustrated. In Coverage, PhGs are ranked based on the number 

compounds covered by the graphs. The Coverage score for the exemplified PhG is ten (a). In NScaffold, 

the numbers of scaffolds covered by a PhG is the score. Here, five scaffolds are covered by the PhG 

(b). Growth-rate is the ratio of the Coverage to the number of the inactive compounds covered by the 

PhG (c). 
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Compound data sets 

As shown in Table 1, six macromolecular targets were selected from the ChEMBL database27 version 

24 based on the numbers of compounds listed for the targets, and macromolecular types: two kinases, 

two proteases, and two G-protein coupled receptors. Bioactive compounds with high confidence score 

were extracted and annotated with equilibrium constant (Ki) values. When multiple Ki values were 

available for a compound, their geometric mean was calculated to yield its final potency value as long 

as all the values fell into the same order of magnitude. Inactive compounds were extracted from the 

ChEMBL database as well, those which were reported as ‘not active’ or ‘inactive’ for each target. In 

this study, compounds whose pKi values were less than 6.0 were also regarded as inactive according 

to the previous research.22 Compounds with the molecular weight of less than 100 and more than 800 

were discarded. During the calculation of NScaffold scores, we tested two types of scaffolds: Bemis-

Murcko (BM) scaffolds28 and scaffolds based on compound-core relationships (CCR).29 For deriving 

CCR-based scaffolds, covalent bonds in molecules were dissected when they are single (CCR Single) 

or defined by retrosynthesis rules (CCR RECAP).29,30 Data set profiles are reported in Table 1. For the 

six targets, the number of scaffolds ranged from 209 to 1380 in the BM scaffolds definition, 101 to 

1041 in CCR Single and 262 to 1737 in CCR RECAP. As negative compounds, 250,000 compounds 

were randomly selected from ZINC version 15.31 
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Table 1. Compound data set profiles 

 

CHEMBL 

ID 4 
Target Code 

#CPDs a 

(Highly potent 

CPDs b) 

#Scaffolds 

Bemis 

Murko 

CCR 

Single 

CCR 

RECAP 

CHEMBL1862 
Tyrosine kinase 

ABL1 
ABL1 

634 

(544) 
209 101 262 

CHEMBL204 Thrombin Thr. 
1643 

(600) 
884 659 1045 

CHEMBL237 𝜅-opioid receptor kop. 
3176 

(1745) 
1380 1041 1737 

CHEMBL244 
Coagulation 

factor X 
fX. 

1758 

(1209) 
735 332 826 

CHEMBL4005 
PI3-kinase p110-

alpha subunit 
PI3 

945 

(864) 
365 175 425 

CHEMBL264 
Histamine H3 

receptor 
His. 

2627 

(2440) 
1268 667 1289 

a CPDs: all compounds for a target in the present study including active and inactive ones.  

b Highly potent CPDs: compounds exhibiting pKi values greater than or equal to 6.0. 

Bemis Murko: Bemis Murko scaffold using RDKit.25,28 

CCR Single: Compound core-relationship (CCR)-based scaffolds.29 

CCR RECAP: CCR-based scaffolds, but bonds were dissected based on the RECAP rules.30 
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Performance measures for scaffold-hopping 

An effectiveness of VS can be measured by the ability of identifying new chemotypes (scaffold-hopped 

compounds). Therefore, for each target, training and test data sets were compiled so that there were no 

shared scaffolds. Scaffold combinations for training/test split were randomly chosen 10 times for each 

of the three scaffold definitions: BM, CCR Single, or CCR RECAP. 28-30 A total of thirty trials were 

averaged in VS performances. The tested ratios between training and test scaffolds were 1:1 and 1:4. 

In the latter case, a limited number of scaffolds were included in a training data set on the assumption 

of the initial stages of drug design. Screening performances were evaluated using the values of 

correctly identified active compounds (TP), of wrongly predicted active ones (FN) and of wrongly 

predicted inactive compounds in the ZINC database (FP). Precision (TP/(TP+FP)) and recall 

(TP/(TP+FN)) were used metrics. In general, the two metrics show a trade-off relationship and the 

number of PhGs in a query set is the parameter affecting balances of the trade-off. Using only the top-

1 PhG is expected to show a high precision value at the expense of recall. On the other hand, using 

top-100 PhGs could identify more active compounds at the risk of increasing FPs. Because hit 

compounds were defined as the ones containing at least one of the PhGs, metrics for standard VS 

performance evaluation, such as AUC-ROC, were not employed in this study. Therefore, visualization 

of relationships between precision and recall is a way to evaluate screening performances. 
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Results and Discussion 

Study design 

Topological representations of PFs have been studied for extracting potential characteristic of protein-

ligand interaction in ligand-based approaches.3,13,16,17,22 However, no prior researches have focused on 

ranking methods for prioritizing PhGs as a set of queries. PhGs should be of activity relevance because 

there could be a number of PFs generated from a molecule, leading to many false-positive PhGs, which 

are not activity relevant. Using true-positive PhGs is important for identifying active compounds in 

different chemotypes. In the present study, three scoring methods were compared with respect to the 

ability of identifying active compounds with different scaffolds from those in the training data set. 

Ranking PhGs based on the number of scaffolds specified by the PhGs instead of active compounds, 

i.e. NScaffold, was newly proposed aiming at identifying (designing) scaffold-hopped compounds. 

Three definitions of scaffolds were tested and two ratios of training and test data sets were tested: 1:1 

and 1:4 for the six various target macromolecules. The number of PhGs as a query set varied from 1 

to 100. For each combination of target macromolecules, training-test ratios, targets, scoring methods 

and the numbers of queries, 10 randomly split data sets for each scaffold-type28-30 were tested for 

ensuring statistical validness.  

 

Comparing screening methods 
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Figure 4 reports the precision recall curves for the three scoring methods by changing the number of 

PhGs as a set of queries (N = from 1 to 100) when training and test data set sizes were identical (1:1). 

In Figure 4, the marks (squares, circles, and diamonds) of the lowest recall correspond to using a 

single query N=1, and recall values increase as N increases. Six marks on each line correspond to N = 

1, 3, 10, 30, 50, and 100, respectively. The VS performances demonstrated trade-off relationships 

between recall and precision. For four out of six targets: 𝜅-opioid receptor, factor Xa inhibitors, PI3-

kinase p110-alpha subunit inhibitors, and Histamine H3 receptor ligands, the NScaffold method 

consistently outperformed the other scoring methods. This indicates that the NScaffold method can 

extract more scaffold-independent features than the other two methods. In other words, PhGs selected 

with the Coverage and Growth-rate method might possess scaffold-dependent characteristics. 

However, the performances of Coverage in Tyrosine kinase ABL1 outperformed NScaffold and the 

performances by the Coverage and NScaffold methods for Thrombin inhibitors had no significant 

difference. 
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Figure 4. Target-wise comparison of three types of queries in screening performance (training: 

test = 1:1) 

 

Reported are target-basis screening performances in terms of averaged precision and recall by 

changing the number of PhGs as a query set (from 1 to 100). The procedure was repeated 30 times. 

Training and test data sets were randomly split to with the ratio of 1:1 on the basis of BM, CCR Single, 
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or CCR RECAP scaffolds. Ten trials were based on BM scaffold, another ten times on CCR Single, 

and the other ten times on CCR RECAP.  
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Figure 5 reports the precision recall curves when training and test data set sizes were 1:4. In this 

condition, the number of scaffolds in a training data set was reduced to 40% compared to Figure 4. 

Figure 5 clearly showed that NScaffold was superior to the other ranking criteria: Coverage and 

Growth-rate. For factor Xa inhibitors and for PI3-kinase p110-alpha subunit inhibitors, the gaps in the 

performances between NScaffold and the other methods were widened compared to equally split data 

sets (Figure 4). Moreover, for the thrombin inhibitors, NScaffold could identify most active 

compounds with different scaffolds even using a single PhG. The only exception was the Coverage 

method for Tyrosine kinase ABL1 inhibitors with N=100. The performance of Coverage was 

comparable with that of NScaffold.  

 

These results indicated that PhGs identified in high rank by the NScaffold method could become useful 

queries for finding scaffold-hopped compounds compared to the other conventional methods, in 

particular, when using a limited number and diversity of training compounds. It should be noted that 

among the six targets, for histamine H3 and and 𝜅-opioid receptor, the three methods gave the lowest 

performances (Figure 4 and Figure 5) in terms of recall. For these two targets, the numbers of scaffolds 

were greater than those for the other targets. For histamine H3, the number of BM (CCR Single) 

scaffolds was 1268 (667), for 𝜅-opioid receptor 1380 (1041). On the other hand, thrombin, for which 

the number of BM (CCR Single) scaffolds was the third-greatest: 884 (659), exhibited relatively high 

recall. This target is characterized by its sold binding pocket, which will be discussed later.
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Figure 5. Target-wise comparison of three types of queries in screening performance (training: 

test = 1:4) 

 

Reported are target-basis screening performances in terms of averaged precision and recall by 

changing the number of PhGs as a query set (from 1 to 100). The procedure was repeated 30 times 

according to those in Figure 4. 
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Comparison with Conventional Similarity Search 

PhGs extracted from a training data set can be utilized as queries for VS as well as for interpretation 

of the common PPPs among active compounds. As a control calculation, conventional similarity search 

(1-NN) was carried out using all active compounds in the training data set. Morgan fingerprints as a 

2048-bit vector form were used as molecular representations25 and Tanimoto similarity was as a metric 

for similarity calculation. For this benchmark calculation, one pair of training and test active compound 

data sets was randomly compiled so that the scaffold ratio of the training data set to the test was 1:4 

(CCR Single). As a source of inactive compounds for VS, either the ZINC data set or the inactive 

compound data set was prepared for each of the six targets. 

Table 2 reports the precision and recall of the active compounds when using the top PhG ranked by 

NScaffold for each target. For similarity searching, the precision value at the same recall value as using 

PhG is reported. Using the best PhG selected by the NScasffold method showed precision values as 

high as using conventional similarity searching (Table 2a). However, for the data sets consisting of 

inactive and active compounds, using the best PhG as a query showed higher precision values than 

those using similarity searching (Table 2b). 
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Table 2. Precision for active compounds using the best PhG as a query and the corresponding 

similarity search performance. (a) Database consisted of ZINC 250,000 negative compounds and 

active compounds. (b) Database consisted of inactive and active compounds. 

 (a) 

Code Recall 
Precision 

PhG Similarity Search 

ABL1 0.66 1.00 1.00 

Thr. 0.25 0.99 1.00 

kop. 0.10 1.00 0.99 

fX. 0.05 0.91 1.00 

PI3 0.51 1.00 1.00 

His. 0.01 1.00 1.00 

(b) 

Code Recall 
Precision 

PhG Similarity Search 

ABL1 0.66 1.00 0.94 

Thr. 0.25 0.68 0.74 

kop. 0.10 1.00 0.84 

fX. 0.05 1.00 0.83 

PI3 0.51 1.00 0.92 

His. 0.01 1.00 0.96 
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Identified active compounds 

Figure 6 reports the top PhGs identified by the NScaffold (Figure 6a) and Coverage (Figure 6b) 

methods for thrombin inhibitors using 1:4 splitting of the data set based on CCR Single. In the figure, 

exemplary training (left) and a test (right) compounds are also reported. Using the NScaffold method, 

four hydrogen bond donors and two acceptors were selected. All of the six PPPs were consistent with 

the previously investigated binding mode of thrombin inhibitors. According to structure-based 

interpretation of the PPPs, two hydrogen bond donors with distance two corresponded to an arginine 

residue in a thrombin inhibitor, which interacts with the carbonyl oxygens of Asp189.32-36 A pair of a 

hydrogen bond donor and an acceptor with distance two (amide group), which are seven paths apart 

from the NH2 in the arginine residue was reported to direct toward the residue of Ser214,32 and the 

other carbonyl parts of the inhibitors were reported to interact with Gly216.33 These features were 

proved to be shared in many highly active thrombin inhibitors. This explanation was also confirmed 

with the bound conformations measured by X-ray crystallography and registered in Protein Data 

Bank,34 such as 3UTU,33 1C4V,35 and 1LHC.36 On the other hand, the Coverage method seemed to fail 

to retrieve common features for protein-inhibitor interaction, sticking to a great number of active 

compounds with limited scaffolds, i.e. analogous compounds. In Figure 6b, the top PhG contained 

one aromatic ring, one lipophilic part, two hydrogen bond donors and acceptors. The PhG was shared 

by the great number of training active compounds. Since many analog active compounds were found 

in the training data set, it was unlikely to identify active test compounds with different scaffolds using 
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the PhG, which was supported by the fact that the test and training compounds shared a substructure 

(Figure 6b). In the PhG, two PFs were not hydrogen-bonding related. One was aromatic ring which 

would usually make a weak interaction, and one hydrophobic feature which might bring about 

dispersive interactions in addition to entropic effect.37,38 
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Figure 6. Top pharmacophore graphs (PhGs) and exemplified test compounds matching the 

PhGs for thrombin inhibitors. 

 

(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 

For thrombin, the top PhGs based on NScaffold (a) and Coverage (b) selection criteria are reported as 

selected PhGs with training compounds consisting of the PhGs. On the rightmost part, exemplified hit 

compounds are illustrated.  
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Distributions of selected test compounds and scaffolds were visualized in Figure 7. The same target, 

data sets, and the PhG were employed in this figure as for Figure 6. For this trial in the test data set, 

the number of scaffolds and compounds were 155 and 512, respectively. The PhG identified by the 

Coverage method, which covered 31.8 percentage of the training active compounds, could identify 

only four test scaffolds, matching 18 active compounds. The PhG determined by the Growth-rate 

method covered 25.0 percentage of training active compounds and could identify only three test 

scaffolds only with ten active compounds. However, the PhG identified by NScaffold, which covered 

22.7 percentage of the training active compounds, could identify 49 active scaffolds distinct from those 

in the training data set. In this exemplary case, the PhG ranked as the top by the NScaffold method 

successfully retrieved universal features of protein-ligand interaction. Compared to NScaffold method, 

the other two methods only detected a limited type of scaffolds in the test data set. 
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Figure 7. Covered compounds and scaffolds. 

 

For thrombin, using three types of queries: Coverage, NScaffold, and Growth-rate, covered scaffolds 

and number of compounds in a test data set are reported. One cell represents an individual scaffold, 

and a number on the cell the number of test compounds consisting of the scaffold. Ten PhGs were used 

as a set of queries for screening. 
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Conclusions 

Herein, we have investigated graph representations of potential pharmacophore points (PPPs) as well 

as scoring methods, aiming at the identification of compounds consisting of scaffolds different from 

those in the training data set. The proposed NScaffold method selects pharmacophore graphs (PhGs) 

based on the number of scaffolds instead of based on the number of active compounds. The method 

fundamentally tries to identify PhGs which do not depend on the molecular scaffolds. As a proof of 

concept study, PhG identification and virtual screening for six bioactive targets from different target 

classes were carried out. It resulted that the method displayed preferable precision and recall 

relationships to the Coverage and Growth-rate methods. When training data-set size was getting 

smaller, which corresponds to the initial stage of drug discovery, the NScaffold method was far superior 

to the other methods. As a demonstrative case for thrombin inhibitors, the proposed method 

successfully prioritized previously investigated hydrogen bonding against the thrombin residues 

Asp189, Ser214, and Gly216. This result supported that the PhGs selected by the method may provide 

an interpretable scaffold-independent PPPs. The method is very simple and no additional parameters 

are needed. We hope that combining PhGs with the scoring method would further provide opportunity 

for the identification of scaffold-hopped active compounds in drug discovery projects. 
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